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| pressed by a spring 12 fitting between the 55
To all thom, it may concern:
head 13 of the pin and
the face
of the\
Be it known that I, MILTON B. REACH, outer
places
the pin
wall
plate.
This
spring
citizen of the Jnited States, residing at under tension, but allows the pin to have
Springfield, Massachusetts, have invented | sliding in ovenient stificient to slip with its
ru

certain new and useful Improvements in head Over the projections 9, so as to drop
Basket-Ball Goals, of which the following is below the same, in which position the head 60
a specification.
the pin will lie below the abrupt shoulders
My invention relates to basketball goals, ! of
11
at it this resist any upward strain or
and particularly to means for supporting tenciency
to upward ovement of the bracket
0 the basket to the wall whereby the goal or 2 and prevent, the goal from being jarred
basket will be firmly held and may be readily out of place when hit with the basketball 65
attached
to and detached from the wall, and
the inder side. This spring pin will
it consists in the features and combination from
hold the bracket in close contact with the
and arrangement of parts hereinafter de wall plate. At the same time it will permit
s scribed and particularly pointed out in the
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claims. .
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the ready removal of the bracket, 2 and the 70
basket
it being
simply
necessarywhenever
to pre:sdesired,
the pin
7 inwardly
against the tension of this spring so that its
head will clear the shoulder 11 and then, by
lifting the goal and its bracket, the headed
pins will register with the enlarged mouths
of the slots for their free passage there
through. will be observed that this man
her of storting the goal presents a neat

The invention is illustrated in the accoln
panying drawings, in which :Figure 1 is a plan view of the basketball
20 goal and its supporting bracket; Fig. 2 is a
side view with the supporting ring in sec
tion: Fig. 3 is a face view of the wall plate
for supporting the bracket; and Fig. 4 is
a vertical sectional view through the plate of
Fig. 3.
w
appearance; the wall is not marred, notwith
in these drawings, iindicates the ring to standing
fact that the goal may be re
which the innesh net of ordinary form is noved andthereplaced
will. The elevated
attached, the said ring being secured to a central portion of theat wall
provides
bi'acket 2 8xtending therefrom and having ample space for receiving theplate
headed
ends
3 ) a foot plate 3 extending vertically. This of the pins and at the same time these headed
foot plate and its bracket are adapted for
are kept away from the wali.
Y
attachment to a wall plate shown at 4, said endsclaim
as Hy in velation :- . . . .
wail plate having a rim portion 5 to fit 1. In combination
with the basketball goal
against the wall to which it is secured, and and its racket, a wall
plate slots therein,
33 having a central portion 6 which is slightly headed pins extending fron the bracket
raised in relation to the rim or margin of through the said slots, a spring for press 90
the plate, the said raised central portion ling one of the pins, the slot, adjacent the said
having slots 7 therein adapted to receive the spring-il'essed pill having adjacent thereto a
headed pins 8 extending from the foot plate shoulder over which the spring-pressed pin
of the supporting bracket. The slots may slip to engage with its head heneath the 95
have enlarged mouth portions and contracted sanie, stilbstantially as described.
main portions so as to receive and Securely 2. In combination with the bracket and
hold the headed pins of the supporting slotted
plate, a headed pin on the bracket
Bracket. I show three of said slots, and the passingwall
through
the slot in the wall plate,
45 lower one has formed or associated adjacent said wall plate having
shoulder adjacent 00
thereto projections 9. These projections the slot below which the ahead
the pin, fits,
have inclined rear faces, as shown in Fig. 4 and a spring for pressing theofpin,
substan
at 10, and abrupt shoulder politions 11. The tially as described.
t
lowermost headed projection or pin 7 which 3. combination with the basketball
50 is adapted to fit in the lowerm{ost slot of fring,
bracket and wall plate having a slot 05
those shown, is not fixed rigidly in the with aa shoulder
projecting from the face of
bracket
or
foot
plate,
but
is
adapted
to
have sliding movement therethrough, being siid wall plate adjacent said slot and a pin
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"alried by the bracket, and 109s
lation thereto, said pin having &
over the shoulder and to iss
the
side of said shoulder, sta)startially as :
scribed.
4. The combination with a

ring and bracket, a waii plate has
with a shoulder adjacent said $l.2, i.
movably carried by the bracket,

pass thi'ough the slot and engage ()
aid shoulde', Substaitially as de
stiany swhereof affix my signature

sence of two Yitresses.
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